
 

                                      
 

Import Services Announce New Partnership with Jazwares 
 
Jazwares has appointed Import Services as its logistics partner, providing 
warehousing and distribution services to their growing customer base in the 
UK and the Republic of Ireland. 
 
Jazwares, a leading toy and youth consumer electronics manufacturer, has been 
operating domestically in the UK since 2014. With a growing brand portfolio, 
including: Animal Jam, Danger Mouse, Tube Heroes, Chuggington, Star Wars, Paw 
Patrol and Peppa Pig, Jazwares searched for a logistics partner with the experience 
and expertise to support their expansion plans and provide a port-centric location. 
Import Services, based in Southampton, UK, fulfils these criteria with the added 
benefit of many years of experience in supplying the Toys and Games retail sector. 
 
Jonny Taylor, Jazwares UK Managing Director said “We were searching for an 
experienced and reliable logistics partner in accordance with our business 
expansion. We are pleased to have appointed Import Services and look forward to 
operating from their Southampton facilities.” 
 
Mike Thomas Client Services Director at Import Services added, “We are delighted to 
welcome Jazwares; a vibrant and growing brand within the Toys & Games sector. 
Particularly exciting is Jazwares recognising the development opportunity at 
Southampton, which will combine both port-centric benefits within their supply chain.” 
 
- Release Ends -  
 
About Import Services: 
Import Services manages retail supply chains, from product origin, to customer 
delivery, in the UK and across Continental Europe. Distribution Centres are located 
in Southampton, with a head office in Hedge End.  
 
About Jazwares:  
With its focus on creativity, innovation and quality, Jazwares has established itself as 
a well-respected leader in the licensed products industry. Delivering diverse lines of 
toys and consumer electronics, the company's products feature some of the best 
entertainment properties in the world. Today, through the expertise of its product 
development team, Jazwares continues to offer a wide array of merchandise at major 
retailers globally. Jazwares' portfolio includes: Minecraft™, Animal Jam™, Peppa 
Pig™, Ben & Holly™, Chuck & Friends™, Chuggington™, Dino Train™, Terraria™, 
Plants vs. Zombies™, Adventure Time™, Star Wars™ and Tube Heroes™, among 
others. Jazwares' goal is to invent toys and related products that are new to the 
marketplace, featuring the brands kids want at affordable prices. For more 
information about Jazwares, please visit www.jazwares.com. 
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